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Have fun at work. Enjoy your project.
The new wire mesh cable tray NXCITO will make it happen. You will increase the speed of 
your assembly service. There is no need for screws or tools to quickly install the NXCITO. 
Adapt one side and simply click the other into place - fi nished! The acoustic click confi rms 
the proper assembly. Now you can be sure that your installation is perfect and ready to 
withstand high loadings.

FAST . EASY . INNOVATIVE



Save time. The new wire mesh cable tray NXCITO offers you a crucial advantage: the pre-
assembled fi xed connector. Fittings such as bends, T-pieces and protrusion heights can 
be easily customized with the new NXCITO. A quick installation of the NXCITO to various 
consoles is enabled by the GRBA 40 E2 mesh cable mounting clip: one click - done!

MULTIFUNCTIONAL . FLEXIBLE . COMPATIBLE
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Factory pre-assembled connector

T-piece

Horizontal Protrusion Heights

Arc

with GRBA 40 E2 TKS

with GRBA 40 E2 KTAM

with GRBA 40 E2 KTUL

with GRBA 40 E2 to KTAL
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GRBA 40 E2

Multiple mounting options NXCITO, for example:

Quick fastening of the NXCITO to different consoles, for example:
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Get an overview of the product range with different sizes and materials. It will help you 
staying fl exible. Have fun at work. Enjoy your project.

FUNDAMENTAL . EASY . EFFICIENT

By the way: you‘ll also save valuable time if you 
have to dismount NXCITO. No tools are needed. 
Simply press the side-mounted connector and lift 
off the wire mesh. Done!

Compatible with all accessory parts from 
our catalogue KR
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